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REVOLUTIONISING
OFF-ROADING

It is a no-brainer that the fuel off-road utility vehicles emit excessive levels of carbon monoxide and noise in the environment. These levels can be as outrageous as
40 (g/kwh) of CO and 85+ DB of noise, making the vehicles awfully harmful to the ones using them and the environment.
That’s why we at Powerland, offer you electric mobility solutions, a disruptive alternative which gives you the experience you deserve while ensuring no damage to
the environment.
With an overarching aim to shift consumer mindsets and inspire more companies to fundamentally change the way they operate, for a sustainable future,
presenting to you Xplore, Powerland's first of its kind electric 4x4 ATV.

500 Kg
Tow

XPLORE ELECTRIC ATV

0-60 Kmph < 4 Sec
Acceleration

Up to 100 Km
Range

11.2 kWh
Battery

YOUR NEEDS ARE OUR
TECH SOLUTIONS
We know exactly what you need, and strive every step of the
way to give you just how you want it. Engineered with an aim to
give you an experience that you deserve, Xplore comes with
three technologies that together make it what it is.

01
DIRECT DRIVE MOTORS

02
2000 WATT CHARGER

03
4 DIFFERENT DRIVE MODES

POWER UP
Xplore has each of its wheels equipped with direct-drive hub motors
which help the vehicle achieve 40 hp peak power.

01
DIRECT-DRIVE
HUB MOTORS

GO NOISE-FREE
The silent motors make Xplore the quietest, letting you to enjoy stealth trips in the
wild without affecting the wildlife or to have undisturbed conversations with your
fellow riders without any noise.

SAVE COSTS
The in-wheel motor technology eliminates the need for numerous mechanical
components, thus, helping you save on the maintenance cost by facilitating better
handling.

TAKE CONTROL
The hub motors with their regenerative braking technology, not just help you extend
your battery range but also act as a hill descent control, giving you better control
while riding.

02

200 WATT
CHARGER
Equipped with a 2000 watt AC
charger which can be easily
plugged into a 15 amp electrical
outlet, Xplore’s standard charging
time is 5-6 hrs. You can also
purchase a Type 2 connector for
connecting to a public AC
charging network, as per your
requirements.

03

FOUR
DRIVE MODES

With the 4 drive modes—2WD Eco,
2WD Boost, 4WD Eco and 4WD Boost
—you can optimise the power for the
task at hand.

CONVENIENCE
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Designed to empower you in every way possible, this app with
its sleek design, seamless user experience and best-in-class
features gives you the data of your vehicle at the press of a
button. The Bluetooth app using an advanced diagnostic
technology helps you keep tabs on vehicle diagnostics,
location, remote vehicle health and more.

WITH XPLORE
THE ADVENTURE
NEVER ENDS
Adventure begins with a decision and gets better with the right
companion. Well, the companion is ready, but have you made
your decision yet? Conquer rough terrains, muddy lands, sandy
deserts, forest regions and more, all with Xplore, a companion
you will love. So, let the adventure begin!

EXPLORE THE
NATURE
RESPONSIBLY
Hear the sound of wind whispering
through the trees, the singing of
birds and the murmur of the stream.
With the electric and silent Xplore,
connect with the nature around you,
without disturbing it.

EXPERIENCE
WHAT
FASTEST
MEANS
When you have one of the fastest
electric ATVs in the world, you can
achieve anything that you put your
mind to. With Xplore, reach new
heights, literally and figuratively.

THRILL OR
CHILL WITH
YOUR LOVED
ONES
Want to have some thrilling or
chilling time with your friends or
family? Xplore with its comfortable
seating for two, lets you ride with
your loved ones, making your
experience all the more delightful.
So go for that thrilling ride up the
mountain or just chill at a camp with
your favourites, because the twoseater Xplore is sure to make your
good times great.

ONE XPLORE
MULTIPLE USES
Jack of all trades and master of all too, Xplore is perfect for all
your utility needs. Be it at farms or forests, Xplore with its
attachments makes your work faster, easier and more
productive than ever.
Being the quietest, Xplore, when equipped with these
attachments, does not scare away the animals and works
effectively without disturbing the ecosystem.
Each of these attachments are a result of our detailed research
on customer requirements and are sure to help you in
countless ways.
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BALE ROLLLER

E-LAWN MOWER

02

04

E-TRAILER

WINCH

A BALE
UNROLLER
THAT MAKES
WORK EASIER
THAN EVER
Cattle feeding has never been this
easy. The bale unroller when
attached to Xplore dispenses silage
and hay in the neatest and most
effective manner.

AN E-FLAIL
MOWER LIKE
NO OTHER
We understand that mowing can be
a terribly troublesome task if you
don’t have the right equipment for it.
Addressing just that, we have for
you, an e-flail mower, that makes
mowing more effective than ever
before. With a 3000 W electric motor
which connects to the Xplore outlet
connectors, this e-mower
attachment is here to transform
farming.

AN E-FLAIL
MOWER LIKE
NO OTHER

AN E-TRAILER
TO TURN 4X4
INTO 6X6
Need a 6x6? Not to worry. We have a
4x4 that turns into 6x6, in absolutely
no time! The 1st of its kind, equipped
with 3000 W hub motor on each wheel,
the e-trailer turns Xplore into a 6x6
and lets it tow maximum loads in the
off-road terrains. Simple as that.

A WINCH TO
PULL UP ANY
TASK
The 2200 lbs winch helps
homeowners, farmers and ranchers
get maximum work done with
minimum efforts. Mowing the lawn,
ploughing the snow, removing the
downed trees, working as your
backup support to pull you out from
the toughest terrains, and more, this
winch proves how big things come in
small packages.

SPECS THAT
MAKE US DIFFERENT
AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Motor Type

In-Wheel Direct Drive Motor

Drive System Type

True On-Demand AWD/2WD With Torque Vectoring

Engine Braking System (EBS)

Regenerative Braking System

Battery Type

11 kWh

Power Modes

Eco & Boost Equipped

Peak Horsepower

40 hp

Peak Torque on Wheel

700 Nm

Vehicle Dimensions (LxWxH)

2350 X 1340 X 1420 mm

Estimated Dry Weight

375 kg

Front Rack Capacity

60 kg

Rear Rack Capacity

75 kg

Range

Up to 110 km on a Single Charge in Eco

Charger & Charging Time

87.6 Volts 20 Amp (6 Hrs Full Charge)

Ground Clearance

300 mm

Wheelbase

1455 mm

Brakes

All Four, Ventilated Front Disc & Rear Disc Brakes

Hitch Towing Rating

500 kg

Hitch Type

Standard 2 Inch (5.04 cm) Receiver

Instrumentation

All Digital Gauge, Speedometer, Odometer, Equipped With Mobile App for the Vehicle
Diagnostic System.

Front Tires

25 x 8-12 , 6 Ply Rating Radial Tires

Rear Tires

25 x 10-12; 6 Ply Rating Radial Tires

Wheels

Alloy Wheels

LET'S CONNECT
HEAD OFFICE

DEALERS

S 94/95, Phase 2C,
Behind Chikitsa Hospital
Verna Industrial Estate,
Verna
Goa-India 403722
+91 9284908164
+91 8322783388
info@powerlandatv.com

DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this brochure is provided as is and without any warranties of any kind, whether expressed or implied, including but not limited to, implied warranties of satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular
purpose and/or correctness. The contents of this brochure is for general information purposes only and does not constitute advice. Powerland Agro Tractor Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. does not represent or warrant that the information
and/or specifications contained in this brochure are accurate, complete or current and specifically stipulate that certain vehicle details and specifications contained in this brochure may differ in available models. Therefore,
Powerland Agro Tractor Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. makes no warranties or representations regarding the use of the content, details, specifications or information contained in this brochure in terms of their correctness, accuracy,
adequacy, usefulness, timeliness, reliability or otherwise, in each case to the fullest extent permitted by law.

